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Abslnct 

Our research work has been devoted lo the identification of processes that cause prcmabue capacity loss @CL.) in lesd/acid battexks. 
Attention has been paid to the resistance of the active material and to the resistance of the interphase between the active material and tbe kd 
grid in specially prepared p&live test elcctmdes. measured by on exact d.c. m&cd. Resis!ance meastwanents perfamedonekctrcda with 
grids from seven different lead alloys showed tbar PCL is r&led to inerasing resislance of !b+, active material. In contra& PCL in eleamdes 
having pure-lead grids is caused by the t’onnation of an insulting layer on the grid surface. evidaced by the steeply rising baqdase 
resistance. 

1. lntrodttction 

Resesreh on lead/acid batteries for electric vehicles is 
directed towards two main objectives: (i) to increase the 

specific energy, and (ii) to suppress or to eliminate the effect 
of premature capacity loss (PCL) , which is particularly nota- 
ble with low-antimony or non-aatimonial grid alloys [ 1.21, 
used to lower the self discharge. F’CL effect can have, in 
principle, two main causes, namely the formation of barrier 
layers at the @d-active mass interface (PCL-I). andincrease 
incheresistivityofcheactivemass (F’CL-2).Bothtbecontacact 
resistawe. i.e. the resistance of the corrosion layer. aad the 
active mass resistaace within the plate can be analysed by a 
sensitive method that has been developed in the authors’ 
laboratories aad verified in many tests on a range of grid 
alloys 13-61. Of particular interest are the recent results 
whichrevealedtheeffectoftinoa thecontactresistance [6]. 
Aa attempt fo elucidate the causes of PCL effect forms the 
subject of the present work. 

2 M&odof measurement 

The method of measurement uses pasted laboratory elec- 
trodes with specially prepared lead grids, shown schemati- 
cally in Fig. 1. The grid consists of a parallel arrangement of 
ribs, held in position by epoxy castings, on to which a typical 
positive paste is applied. The ribs are numbered 1 to IO and 
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rent flow helween selected Gs. he older (extrapolation) 

method IS.61 has been replaced by the new difference 
method, which is insensitive against any inhomogeaeities or 
cracks in dte active mass. The interphase resistawe, Rk, is 
measured on a single rib, aad the active material resistaaea. 
R,, is measured between aeighbowing ribs, 20 mm long aad 
lying 5.5 mm apart. Since the surface areaofeach rib isabout 
%mm2,valuesofR,mughlycorrespMldtosurfacerrsistivi~ 
in R cm*. In view of the electrode geometry, the resistivity 
oftheactivematerial inncmmaybeobtaincdbymultiplying 
the values ofR,,, by tie factor of25 

Any single resistance measurement coasists of three steps: 



(i) Step 1: the measuring current is fed in via rib n (n = Z- 
8) and out via rib n + 2. A voltage, U,, is measured between 
ribsnandntl. 

(ii) Step 2: the same measuring cutrent is fed in via rib 
a-landoutviaribn+2.AvoRage,Us,ismcasuredbetween 
ribsnandn+l. 

(iii) Step 3: again with the same current, a voltage, Us. 
across a caiibration resistance, Rc , is measured. 

The contact resistance, Rk. of rib n is then calculated 
according to the formula 

(1) 

where Rp is a correction term due to the resistance of the 
given rib. An approximate determination of its value was 
described in detail in Ref. [ 41. The resistance, R,,,, of the 
active material between ribs n and a + I is calculated as 

We measurement series can be repeated in the direction of 
decreasine rib numbers. Thus. in steu 1. the current flows 
behveen~bsnaodn-Z(n=3-9),andinsteps2and3it 
flows between ribs n + 1 and n - 2. Veltaaes U, and U, are 
measured between ribs n and n- 1. In this-way.;ibs 3-8 are 
subjected to both directions of current flow. Altogether, 42 
measuring steps are required for one plate. The deviations 
between values measured in the twodirectionsare v>ery small, 
we found _I 0.12% for Rk and f 1.1% for R, on the average 
for a particuhu test plate. The difference method allows a 
high degree of automation based on the use of a personal 
computer and a computer-controlled current source and 
relays. 

A Experimas~tul 

Test electrodes were pasted on gri& from pure lead and 
seven different grid alloys (Table 1). The area for pasting 
was 55 mm x 20 mm X 7 mm. The paste had a typical indus- 
trial formulation (Ram Bitnan Batterie. Austria). The test 
cells contained a large excess of both electrolyte and negative 
active material. The negative electrodes were placed at either 
side of the test electrode at a distance of about 25 mm. No 
separators were used. Tbe plates were formed in the usual 
way. 

The test electrodes were arranged into two groups (eight 
electrodes each); one group was cycled under a ‘bad’ regime 

Cempositian (in wt.%) of the lead grid irtloys 

and the other under a ‘good’ one [ 71. These were distin- 
guished by the rate of charging. In the bad regime, the charg- 
ing current was adjusted so that the charge passed after I8 h 
was equal to 150% of that obtained after discharge in the 
preceding cycle. In the good regime, the electrodes were 
charged more rapidly with a current of 0.5 A until the cell 
voltage reached 2.4 V, and then with a current of 0.25 A so 
that the total charge was 125% of that obtained during dis- 
charge. The electrodes weredischarged daily at 1.25 A (about 
I h discharge rate) to a cutoff voltage of 1.6 V ( 100% depdr- 
of-discharge). The test cells were kept at 35 “C!. 

The values of Rk and R,,, were measured either before the 
beginning of discharge (at least 3 h aRer the end ofcharging) 
or immediately after its end. Mean values of R, for eight 
measured ribs of one plate and mean values of R, for the 
seven sections between them were calculated. Regularity in 
the time schedule of measurements was observed toeliminate 
slow changes of the resistance with the time [ 81. Since the 
increase in resistance towards the end of the cycle life was 
often very large, it was considered more suitable to plot the 
values of conductance, rather than resistance (G, = 11%. 
G,= l/R,). 

4. Results and discussion 

Figs. 24 show the dependences of the mean interphase 
conductancesoftheparticularribs,Gk,andofthemeanactive 
mass conductances. G,. between neighbouring ribs, together 
with the discharge capacity, C, on the number of cycles for 
electrodes cycled under the bad regime. The horizontal lines 
indicate two-thirds of the capacity attained in the seventh 
cycle; this was considered as the limit of the cycle life. The 
conspicuous decrease in capacity is here obviously a mani- 
festation of the PCL. effect. caused by the badcyclingregime. 
The vertical lines in Fig. 2 indicate the cycle number after 
which the bad regime was replaced by a good one. This, as 
can be seen, did not lead to restoration of thedischargeeapac- 
ity, which is in disagreement with the findings of Winsel et 
al. [7]. who used commercial positive plates of usual thick- 
ness, which showed a more rapid fall of capacity during 
cycling under the bad regime. 

With the Pb-Ca and Pb-Ca-Sn-I grids, a remarkable tran- 
sient increase in G, values can be observed between the 52nd 
and 53rd cycles, corresponding to a nine-day interruption of 
cycling. With the antimonial grids under the sameconditions, 
there is a cotrcsponding decrease in G, and Gk values. We 
observed similar phenomena, in the course of hundreds of 

Gridtype PurePb F-b-ca PbxllS”-l Pb-CB-.S”-2 Ptz-sb1 Fa-sb-2 wt.-3 m-ah-l 

ca 0.09 0.09 0.09 
ah 1.61 1.68 2.19 5.73 
sn 0.32 030 0.37 0.05 0.20 0.27 
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hours, aheady earlier, see Refs. [5,89]; the decrease in G, 
during a prolonged stand was discussed in detail aad attrilz- 
uted to tbe formation of a thin layer of F%SO, on the surface 
of PbO, particles [ 81. Slow corrosion of the Pb-Sb grid may 
cause ao increase in interphase resistaace with time. HOW- 
ever, the peouliar behaviour of the Pb-Ca grid interphase 
resistance is difficult to explain. The time effect is, ingeneral. 
not well mpmducibk and it s-s to be the result of two 
counter-acting factors. one of which is a slow corrosion of 
tbe kad grid aad the other is the physicechemical state of 
the lead grid surface and of the interphase iovolving adsorbed 
substances or impurities which may inilueace both the COT- 
msion rate aad the conductivity of the corrosion products. 

A close resemblance between the curves of the capacity 
and of the active material coaductaace caa be observed. The 
correlation between the values of G,,, and the aormalized 
discharge capacity, C/C, (where C, denotes the ‘initial 
caoacitv measured ia the seventh cycle). is illushated in 

(char&d) Live material up I0 the value of G, = So 
S aad then it remains almost constant. This is particulady 
tnm for electrodes with PbXa, Pb-Ca-Sa-1. Pb-Ca-Sn-2, 
and Pb-Sb-1 grids. Takahashi et al. [ lo] published a plot of 
discharge time against positive. active material resistance 

(without specifying tbe method of Bat) showiag 
ess&ially the sao~ phenomenon. A simikr 6odiag was 
repoaedlaterbyWinscletal.[7],whousedtbcd.c.~ 
probe method. but they did not cl&y diatiagukb t&veea 
thecesistaaceoftheactivematerklaadthatoftheint@ase 
layer. The increase in r&taace of the active materki with 
cycle number is doubtkss related with the darespe ia appar- 
ent density mported already by Dittma~ sod Satus [ll]. 
which is maaifested by iacreasiag pkte thiilmess [12,131. 
‘Ihis kadstodeteric&onofintupartkkcoatactsaad,evea- 
tually. to degradatioa of the porous ekctmde atmctum. 

Similar dependences were obtaked for ehxlrch cyckd 
under the good regime, but tbeii cyck life was appnc*bly 
longer. except for the ckctrode with Ph-Ca grid. whkh sur- 
prisingly broke down after several cycks. This suggests tbat 
rapidcharging in tbiieaseisaotsufXckattommovetbekad 
sulfate layer at the grid surface. With rcqect to 100% deptb- 
ofdischarge, the otberekctmdes nnaiacdamtherbighcyck 
life,ascaobcseen~mFig.6(for~aSs-lmd2gridr) 
aad Fig. 7 (for F’b-Sb-1 aad 4 grids. which behaved as Pb- 
Sb-2 and 3). Shedding of the active material, but ao deteri- 
oration of tbe currem colkctor, was observed at the ocd of 
the test. 

A summary of cycle lives of the ekctmdcs undo study 
cycled under either regime is show0 graphically in Fig. 8: it 
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Fig. 4. 6. G. and C vs. cycle number for &evades with Pb-?k-3 and 
W-%-d ads cycled under the bad retime. 

can be seen that for antbnonial lead collectors under the bad 
regime. the cycle life increases with antimony content as 
could bc expected [ 141. The beneficial effect of tin, on the 
other hand, is only manifested under the good regime. 

Electrodes with pure-lead grids broke down before finish- 
ing the six conditioning cycles. Their capacity fell in parallel 
with the conductawes, Gk and G,. These results strongly 
suggest the presence of some form of pasdivation of the lead 

&e-time curves which were of the usual shape, but shifted 
to lower voltage values (Fig. 9). Such behaviour is typical 
for passivation due to the formation of high-resistance layers 
close to ihe grid [ 15.161. A similar observation was made 
by Dimitrov and Pavlov [ 171, who concluded, therefore.that 

but we cannot this opinion; our experiments suggest 
that the case of the pure-lead grid is an exceptional one. 
Anodic corrosion layers on pure-lead eleclrodes in sulfuric 
acid were often studied: under a primarily formed PbSO, 
layer, a layer of tetragonal PbO or nzPbO.nPbSO, is formed 
after deuletion of sulfuric acid caused by transwrt hindrance. 

of the kad elekde [l&21]; a-layer of PbO; instead of 
PbSO, is formed at higher anodic potentials [6,21]. 

With electrodes containing alloyed lead grids, a fall in the 
discharge capacity was accompanied by a decrease in con- 
ductance of the active material, whereas no correlation with 

the Gk values usually began to fall only when the end of the 
cycle life. i.e. 2/3 of C, was attained. Under the good regime, 
the changes of G, values were relatively small or. with aati- 

of Gr are doubtless related with both the benefikal effect of 
antimony. which suppresses the formation of the PbO layer 
[61, and the beneficial effect of tin, which improves its con- 
ductivity [ 16.22.231. At the end of the cycle life, the contacts 
between most of the active material particles were apparently 
disrupted, since shedding of the active material was observed. 
This caused the drop of G, values. 

The decrease in capacily under the bad cycling regime is 
a typical manifestation of the PCL effect. although, as anti- 
cipated, the rate of capacity loss was lower for antimonial 
lead grids. The clear conelation whh the active material con- 
ductance (Fig. 5) is in line with active material-basedcauses 
of capacity loss (PCL-2). discussed extensively by the 
German authors using a sophisticated model that takes into 
account the quality of contacts between active material par- 
ticles and their dependence on the polarizing current and 
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potential [7,24,25]. (Experimentacarriedoutmtderthegood 
cycling regime lead to a similar conclusion.) 

A theory of the effect of active material resistawe 011 the 
discharge capacity, based on an electrical equivalent circuit 
representing the porous electrode. was c&orated already 
earlier by Bouet and Pompon [26], who took into accouat 
the resistance increase during discharge and during cycling, 
the structural changes during cycling, and the mass aad 
charge tramp. The authors concluded that the loss of 
capacity is largely due (0 an increasz in the resistaace of 
intergranular confacts and noI to a decmasc in the electm- 
chemical activity of lead dioxide, assumed by some earlier 
authors l27.281. This is in agreement with the above 
statements. 

A study of Ihe inlluence of the discharge rate on the rasis- 
taace measurements and of the scatter of the Rk values for 
individual ribs will be the subject ofournext communication. 
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Our experiments substantiated the findings of earlier 
authors that the so-called bad cycling regime, characterized 
by a low charging rate, leads to premature capacity loss of 
positive lead/acid battery electrodes. Referewes 

Conductance measurements on laboratory positive plates 
with grids from seven different lead alloys, performed by an 
exact method, showed that the loss of capacity, under either 
bad or good cycling regime, is strongly associated with 
decreasing conductance ofthe active material. The interphase 
conductance either does not change appreciably during 
cycling or begins to drop only at the end of the cycle life. 

The results make the ‘barrierlayermodel’ (PCL-I) much 
less probable than the ‘active mass resistivity model’ (PCL- 
2) [ 1.21 for elucidation of PCL. 

With electrodes containing pure-lead grids, a rapid loss of 
capacitywasobserv~d,apparentlycauscdbygridpassivation, 
as cndenced by the extremely high interphase resistance as 
well as by the discharge potential-time curves. 
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